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Letter from the 
Director  

Jan Vescelius 
It is always exciting to start a 
new year, this year especially. 
But more on that later.

Spring time is also the time 
to thank all of our donors. 
Simple words cannot relay 
how grateful we are for your 
support. You literally are the 
force that drives this incredibly 
unique program. Do you 
know how many lives you 
impact each and every day? 
The benefits of TRI can last 
virtually a lifetime – making 
our riders’ lives richer and 
more joyful as their physical 
bodies improve and their 
cognitive abilities grow. 

Yes, because you gave. 
How can we thank you? 
The multitudes of smiles, the 
giggles of joy, and the tears of 
gratitude from parents - we 
will share them with you.

I can’t wait to see all of our 
riders return. How many 
holes are those stirrups going 
down this year? You grew 
how much? I can’t wait to 
hear what you all have been 
doing for the last couple of 
months. Everyone is so happy 
to see spring come - even if it 
is a Michigan spring. Hot as 
blazes one week and back to 
the winter coats the next – but I 
love it because it’s time to ride 
again.

TRI’s horses have had a nice 
break from their work and 

they look good coming out 
of winter. They love Jeremy 
(Sintic – our wonderful Barn 
Manager) and well–they-
should as he devotes many 
hours, 7 days a week, to their 
care. Our volunteer grooming 
crews volunteered their time 
every week through the winter 
to help Jeremy keep all of our 
horses extra clean - knowing 
that a good grooming is like a 
good massage - good for the 
muscles and the mind alike. 

I have kept in touch with 
Jessica (Moore) and Linda 
(Bolton), our instructors, over 
the winter.  Not only are they 
gifted instructors but they 
are fiercely dedicated and 
committed to our riders. I feel 
very blessed to have them on 
staff at TRI.
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As seasons change so does 
our Board of Directors. We 
are all sorry to say goodbye to 
Mike Hommel (President) and 
Larry Macklem (Treasurer). 
Not only are they both long 
time volunteers but they have 
both been on the Board for 
many years. Mike and Larry, 
you have been the vital force 
behind the continuing success 
of TRI. I am happy to report 
that they are both going to stay 
in touch, consulting, so it is not 
“goodbye” completely.

Jody Glancy Scott is our new 
Board President. Jody is no 
stranger to TRI. She has been 
a volunteer for years and has 
also been a past Treasurer 
on the Board. She has three 
beautiful children with her 
husband Peter. Jody is an 
accomplished horsewoman, 
artist, photographer, is owned 
by several zillion dogs and 
....... well, I could go on and on.  
Welcome back, Jody!

TRI’s new Board Vice-
President is Jake Haas, our 
new Treasurer is Marcia 
Mullen and our new Secretary 
is Sally Grace. Jake has been 
on the Board for several 
years and has been on the 
front lines in securing the 
property on Morgan Road and 
in planning the new facility 
- literally from the ground up. 
Sally and Marcia are second 
year Board Members who 
are also volunteers in the 
program. Both are excellent 
horsewomen. We are lucky to 
have them all.

Well, volunteers – are you 
ready to start your engines? 
Are you ready to step into the 
gate? Get out the barn boots, 
put on your TRI cap and shirt 
(maybe bring some layers to 
start with) because we can’t 
do this without you. Enter 
the ring at a trot!  Your riders 
depend on your bright smiling 
faces, gentle spirits, and strong 
arms. Your instructors and 
riders await you! 

With gratitude always,         

Jan Vescelius –  
Director/Head Instructor

A message from 
our new Board 

President
We are honored to introduce 
Jody Glancy Scott, a longtime 
volunteer and supporter of TRI 
and our new Board President. 
Read on for some very special 
news from Jody.

Our Spring Newsletter is 
always an important issue 
because it gives us the 
opportunity to thank all of 
the individuals, businesses, 
foundations, and community 
groups whose generous 
support enables us to make 
this unique program a reality 
for our riders. This Newsletter 
is a special one because we 
have some very exciting news 
to share with you.

I first would like to thank our 
retiring Board members Mike 

Hommel and Larry Macklem 
for their vision, dedication, 
and support to TRI. I consider 
both Mike and Larry mentors, 
friends, and inspirations. 
Volunteers, as you know, 
are the heart and soul of this 
program. Both of these men 
have donated countless hours 
to bring this project (see below) 
to fruition and, without them, I 
would not be able to make this 
announcement. 

Now for the big news: I am 
thrilled to announce that TRI is 
planning to begin construction 
of a new facility, The Harold 
and Kay Peplau Therapeutic 
Riding Center, this spring, 
once we meet our campaign 
fundraising target! The 
Peplaus, of Ypsilanti, have been 
long-time friends of TRI and 
have been generous donors for 
many years. Our gratitude to 
them is boundless!

Harold and Kay Peplau with 
rider Zachary Knight, Robby 
his pony and leader Yvonne.
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 This momentous project 
was launched when Harold 
and Kay Peplau pledged 
one million dollars for the 
construction of a new barn. 
Following a year-long search 
for property, a remarkable 
partnership was formed 
between The Lloyd and Mabel 
Johnson Foundation, The 
Legacy Land Conservancy 
(formerly the Washtenaw 
Land Trust) and Therapeutic 
Riding, Inc. This collaboration 
has enabled us to acquire 
a 46 acre parcel, (land the 
Johnson Foundation had 
previously placed in the 
Land Conservancy), at a 
fraction of its market value. 
Without the help of these two 
organizations, we would not 

have been able to proceed with 
our plans. We thank them both 
for their vision and generosity. 

Our new home, located on 
Morgan Road in Pittsfield 
Township, is ideally suited 
for equestrian use and 
conveniently located for our 
riders and volunteers. It will 
allow us to reduce our long 
wait list and significantly 
expand our program and 
services.

We are near the finish line. 
Our Capital Campaign has 
raised nearly $1.6 of the $2.0 
million dollar project costs 
through the generosity of the 
Peplaus, individual donors, 
and foundations. The Lloyd 

and Mabel Johnson Foundation 
has recently announced that 
they will provide us with a 
matching grant of $250,000. 
This grant will inspire donors 
to give to this important cause, 
knowing their donation will 
be matched dollar-for-dollar 
and will enable TRI to cross the 
finish line.  We cannot thank 
them enough! 

This is a pivotal time for TRI 
and I am honored to serve as 
your new President. Thank 
you one and all for making TRI 
dreams a reality, and helping 
to secure a future for this 
wonderful program.

Jody Glancy Scott – President, 
Therapeutic Riding, Inc. 

Artist’s rendering of our new home

Our heartfelt thanks to our 
Capital Campaign donors

Thanks to the generous 
support of our Capital 
Campaign donors, we are 
close to breaking ground for 
the Harold and Kay Peplau 
Therapeutic Riding Center.

We are extremely grateful 
to the following people and 
foundations for taking the lead.

Capital Campaign Donors

As of Feb. 11, 2010

Harold and Kay Peplau 
Joel Greenisen 

Beth Smiley Bequest 
The Buhr Foundation 
Steve and Judy Dobson 
Anonymous 
The David A. Brandon 
Foundation 
William and Wendy Holmes 
The Speckhard-Knight 
Charitable Foundation  
The Harry A. and Margaret D. 
Towsley Foundation 
Tim and Laurie Wadhams 
The Glancy Foundation 
Anonymous 
Anonymous 
Peter and Patty Fink 
Wayne and Debbie Broich  
Anonymous 
Elmers Products 
Tim and Sheila Patton 
Ruth Glancy 
Don Butcher 
Janette Ferrantino 
Cheryl Buhr
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Spring 2010 
VOLUNTEER 
SPOTLIGHT 

Bill Boitos
This newsletter, our Volunteer 
Spotlight falls on Bill Boitos. 
Like Kathy Shipley, our 
spotlighted Rider for this issue, 
Bill is part of our Tuesday 
morning crew. Bill is our Tack 
Coordinator. This means that 
he is in charge of making 
sure the horses are groomed, 
tacked in the appropriate 
equipment for their riders, 
stirrups measured, reins/
bridles/halters put on as 
needed, specialty equipment 
available for the instructors as 
needed, and then changing it 
all around for the next class! 
Bill also supervises a crew of 
hardworking tack assistants 
and makes sure that the horses 
are all turned out after their 
shift is done. Somewhere in all 
this busyness, he found time to 
tell me a little about himself.

Bill Boitos and “Captain 
George” dressed up for 

Halloween

How did you find out about 
TRI?

I had known about therapeutic 
riding since the early 1970’s when 
I and my horse volunteered for 
a trial program at Nature’s Last 
Stand where I was boarding and 
taking riding lessons. I had a taste 
of what the program was and what 
it accomplished. I enjoyed it and it 
gave me a great deal of satisfaction 
in participating. I didn’t have time 
to pursue it when I was working 
full time but always thought it 
would be something I would like 
to do if or when I ever made it to 
retirement.

 When I did retire, I looked for a 
program in the local area. There 
were several ongoing at the time. 
I stopped in at the first place I had 
on the list, applied, and started. I 
volunteered there for three years 
but never quite got the same 
feeling of satisfaction.

 When the fourth year came 
around, I decided to try 
somewhere else. I knew the barn 
where I used to board my horse 
also ran a program, so I drove 
out and picked up the papers at 
TRI. I filled them out, was asked 
to attend orientation, and started 
here. I have worked here since 
2000 and have had not a day’s 
regret; hopefully TRI doesn’t have 
any either. (TRI: Not a chance! 
We think Bill is fabulous!)

What made you decide to 
volunteer? Why do you keep 
doing it?

 It is a way of giving back for what 
I consider having been a relatively 
blessed life. I am married, 

have three daughters, and six 
grandchildren. I’m still in fairly 
good health.

The older I get (and this is the 
oldest I have ever been) the aches 
and pains seem to be a little more 
frequent and take a little longer to 
go away, but I never think about 
them when I’m out here doing 
what I enjoy and still feeling 
I can contribute to something 
worthwhile. I have never left here 
yet and driven home thinking 
about my problems, aches, or 
pains.

Why do I keep doing it?  Where 
else would I get the chance to 
work with a group of great people, 
volunteers and riders, who put 
up with my jokes and harassment 
without shooting me?

When you’re not grooming 
our horses, what else do you 
do?

Simple answer. Whatever needs 
doing. Actually that is the 
way I started out at TRI. I led, 
sidewalked, groomed, tacked, 
brought horses in, put horses 
out. After about seven years, I 
developed a problem with my right 
leg that presented a safety problem 
for the riders if I continued to 
work in the arena. I was lucky 
enough that they let me continue 
with the program in a limited 
capacity. Now I lay out tack and 
help groom, bring horses in and 
put horses out at the end of the 
sessions. When a session is in 
progress, I see to it that the next 
horses are tacked and ready for the 
next session. I also help mount 
some riders who need assistance in 
mounting. 
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 If you had to describe TRI 
to someone else, and explain 
why they should be involved/
support it, what would you 
say?

 The therapeutic riding program 
is so under-recognized for what 
it does and accomplishes. It truly, 
truly does perform small miracles 
in people’s lives. As far as I 
know, you can’t buy the feeling of 
satisfaction in being part of those 
miracles anywhere at any price.

Bill is also somewhat to blame 
for the weight problems of our 
Monday night and Tuesday 
morning/night volunteers. 
Having been well trained 
by his wise wife, Marti, Bill 
always brings in delicious 
baked goods for the Monday 
and Tuesday night folks. He 
figures that a little bribery will 
ensure that the tack room is left 
spotless by the Monday night 
crew, and will buy forgiveness 
from the Tuesday night crew 
if his team forgets to clean 
anything up! I asked them 
what they thought about this 
sneaky manipulation on his 
part, but I couldn’t understand 
what they were saying as their 
mouths were full at the time!

This is Bill’s Tenth Anniversary 
with TRI and we are just as 
thrilled to have him with us 
now as we were when he first 
joined us. Thank you for all 
you do for TRI and our riders, 
Bill. It is a privilege to know 
you.

 TRI-FECTA 2009 
Wrap-Up

Thank you all for your support 
during our 2009 TRI-FECTA 
campaign. We truly appreciate 
your generosity on behalf 
of our horses, riders, and 
volunteers.

This year we had a surprise 
winner, the long shot I guess 
you’d call him/her! But, let’s 
do this properly and not jump 
straight to the winner. Patience, 
patience – and no fair skipping 
ahead to the bottom!

Here are the final standings of 
our 2009 TRI-FECTA campaign.

In 10th place was our little 
Robbie. He claimed that, since 
he wasn’t currently working 
in classes, he didn’t think he 
had to run. A likely story – he 
was just having too much fun 
goofing around. In 9th place 
was April or “Cranky April” 
as she came to be called. 
Funnily enough, once she 
started getting more bets in her 
honor, her personality really 
improved. By the end of the 
race, she was quite friendly! 

After a strong start, Hey 
Dobbs got distracted by his 
buddy Robbie and dropped 
to 8th place. You know how 

those two are; once they start 
playing together, they forget 
about everything else. Dakota 
was a bit in front of the boys in 
7th place. He was clearly torn 
– play with the boys or race 
with the “grown up horses”? 

The next three horses were 
so tightly packed we almost 
needed an instant replay to 
get the standings. Ella (6th), 
Sigbjorn (5th), and Fable (4th) 
were literally neck and neck; 
quite a feat when you consider 
two of them are ponies and 
Ella is a Percheron – a stretch 
for anybody’s neck.

And finally, the ones you’ve 
been waiting for. In third, or 
“Show”, is our wonderful 
mare, Hannah. Determined 
to show that just because she 
is a bit older doesn’t mean 
she doesn’t have her same old 
competitive streak, Hannah 
battled her way into the top 
three. 

In second, or “Place”, is last 
year’s winner, B Smiley. It 
truly looked like he was going 
to run away with this year’s 
race as well, but out of the back 
stretch came a challenger that 
he hadn’t anticipated.

Have you figured it out yet? 
Who won the race?

In first place, or “Win”,

is 

(FANFARE AND DRUM 
ROLL PLEASE!)
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STAR!!!

Our amazing 31 year old pony 
proved that, just because 
you’re a lady of “a certain age” 
doesn’t mean you can’t teach 
those youngsters a thing or 
two! Star raced off right at the 
beginning of the race and 
stayed in the top four the 
whole time, putting on a last 
burst of speed – and throwing 
in a few bucks for style while 
she was at it – at the last corner 
to earn her place in the 
Winner’s Circle. 

Congratulations, Star, on a race 
well run.

Congratulations and heartfelt 
thanks to all the volunteers, 
riders, and donors who made 
this campaign a success. 
Special thanks to the following 
people:

For bringing in the greatest 
number of bets:

•Riders – Franco Rocco 
Coe, Rhys Mitchell, and Joe 
Omichinski

•Volunteers – Rusty Towers, 
Carolyn Dekker and 
Daniel Bahls, and Heather 
Beauchemin

•Board Members – Judy 
Dobson, Larry and Sally 
Grace, and Adrienne Nemura

For bringing in the largest 
amount of bets:

•Riders – Rhys Mitchell, Nick 
Curristan, and Gary McNally

•Volunteers – Carolyn Dekker 
and Daniel Bahls, Rusty 
Towers, and Yvonne Manber

•Board Members – Larry and 
Sally Grace, Judy Dobson and 
Adrienne Nemura

As a special prize, volunteer 
Carolyn Dekker found 
miniature horse figurines and 

hand painted each one to look 
like one of our horses. The 
likenesses were incredible and 
she kindly offered the horses 
(the miniatures, not the real 
ones) as prizes to the riders 
who brought in the most bets 

for each horse. The happy 
winning riders are:

• Franco Coe won Star

• Leah Altschuler won April

•Brendan Romig-Fox won  
B Smiley

• Joe Omichinski won Dakota

• Jacob Heater won Hey 
Dobbs!

• Lori Anne Kimbrough won 
Ella

• Rhys Mitchell won Fable

• Celeste Adams won Hannah

• Austin Saunders won 
Sigbjorn

If you weren’t able to send 
in your donation before the 
official end of the race, you 
can still support TRI and our 
horses.  Just go to the “Donate” 
page of our website at  
http://therapeuticridinginc.org 
and fill out the donation form.  

Then you can either send in a 
check or donate via credit card 
on our secure page on PayPal.  
Or just send in your donation 
to Therapeutic Riding, Inc. 
4715 E. Joy Road, Ann Arbor, 
MI  48105.

Again, thank you to everyone 
who made our 2009 TRI-
FECTA campaign a success.  
TRI is only able to do what 
we do because you support us 
financially.  

Sigbjorn
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TRI Test

1) In the new facility, by what 
percentage will rider numbers 
increase immediately?

2) Will we have flushing 
toilets?

3) What size will the new 
indoor arena be?

4) What is the name of the road 
that our land is on? 

[ Answers on page 8 ]

MEET OUR 
RIDERS  

Kathy Shipley 
We want you to meet some of our 
many riders, to learn about what 
TRI means to them, and to hear 
how important it is in their lives. 
Every donation we receive helps to 
make it possible for us to provide 
Kathy and her many riding friends 
with an amazing experience.

 
Kathy Shipley on her horse 

Ella with (from L to R), 

husband Bob, sidewalker 
Louise, leader Rusty, and 

sidewalker Larry 

Kathy Shipley is one of our 
adult riders. She and her 
husband Bob are part of the 
close knit Tuesday morning 
group of riders and volunteers. 
As an adult rider, she has a 
unique perspective on TRI. 
I’ll let her tell you about her 
experiences with us.

My disability is Multiple 
Sclerosis. I’ve had Primary 
Progressive MS for 20 years now. 
My area of greatest difficulty is, 
of course, my legs. I’m very stiff 
and my legs are weak. Walking 
is difficult and so are stading up, 
balance, and coordination. I use a 
walker. Sitting, I’m not too bad. 
Once I’m on the horse (and I need 
plenty of help getting there!) it’s a 
lot of fun and a challenge too. I’ve 
learned a lot from Rusty (she leads 
Ella for me) and Larry and Louise 
too, who are my side walkers. And 
it’s fun to talk to them. You never 
know what we’ll find orselves 
talking about as we’re traveling 
around the barn. Hey, I’ve 
learned a lot from Ruthanne too! 
And how could I forget Jan (my 
instructor)?! Everybody really.

 I’ve been riding at TRI for five 
years. I took part in a therapeutic 
ridinguting as part of a program I 
attended in Breckenridge, CO and 
knew I wanted to get involved in a 
similar program (here) at home.

While I know my MS has 
continued to progress, I also 

know that the stretching and 
coordination required to ride (and 
steer) a horse are beneficial to me. 
I’m always looser after I’ve ridden.

People are usually surprised when 
they find out I ride. It is pretty 

cool! I have MS. MS doesn’t  
have me

It is an honor having Kathy 
as a rider in our program. 
Her positive, upbeat attitude 
brightens the barn every time 
she rides with us. Thank you, 
Kathy, and we’ll see you in 
March.

Introducing 
Rosie Lemons 

our very special 
photographer

Rosie Lemons photographing 
an Eastern Screech Owl 

well, at least he’s facing the 
camera even if he couldn’t 

keep his eyes open!

We have many special people 
who volunteer their time and 
talents to TRI. If you’ve read 
any of our newsletters, visited 
our website, or received a 
thank you photo, you’ve seen 
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the skills of Rosie Lemons, our 
volunteer photographer. Rosie 
found out about us through 
her friend, and our longtime 
supporter, Board Member, 
and TRI family member, Beth 
Smiley. “She would ask for 
donations to the TRI-FECTA 
campaign every year so I knew 
that it was dear to her heart.” 

I asked Rosie what made her 
think to offer her services as 
a photographer to TRI. “A 
good friend of mine donates his 
time and skill in photography to 
Hospice. It got me to thinking 
about what I might be able to do. 
The next time Beth came to me 
asking for donations, I thought 
that maybe I could volunteer my 
time taking photos of the TRI 
clients.” When she realized how 
many riders TRI had, she, Jan, 
and Tracy came up with the 
idea of Rosie taking the photos 
we use for our TRI-FECTA 
campaign, in our newsletter, 
and on our website. “I’m really 
glad that, in 2009, we were able 
to offer the photos to the riders 
of TRI and their families and to 
do it in such a way that it also 
supports TRI and their wonderful 
horses. Starting in 2009, I’ve also 
been able to help TRI set up their 
newsletter for printing.” 

Rosie grew up on a small farm 
in southern Indiana. They had 
a few horses that they mostly 
rode (Western style) around 
the countryside and on trail 
rides. “While I wouldn’t say 
that I’m a skilled horse person, I 
have cared for and been around 
horses for quite a bit of my life. I 
think they are beautiful animals 

and love watching them. I have 
photographed friends who go to 
various equestrian events and 
have done portraits of their horses. 
So this just seems like a natural 
progression for me.” 

When she’s not trying to get 
horses, riders, and volunteers 
to all stand still, smile, and 
look forward AT THE SAME 
TIME, Rosie is using her degree 
in Microbiology working at 
the University of Michigan. 
She also teaches Photoshop 
Elements and a class in Adobe 
Lightroom at Washtenaw 
Community College in their 
LifeLong Learning program. 
She tutors and does some 
freelance web design and 
portrait photography, and 
“when I’m not doing all of that, 
I’m home watching or driving my 
14 and 17 year old sons to various 
soccer games and practices.” 
Anyone else worn out?

Why does Rosie keep doing 
this when there are easier 
subjects to photograph? “I 
keep coming back because the 
horses, the riders, the volunteers, 
Jan and Tracy, well, everyone is 
just so wonderful! The skill and 
knowledge of the people that work 
with the horses and the riders is 
so amazing. The joy and pride 
the riders get from being at TRI 

is so rewarding. And the horses 
are awesome (most of the time 
;-). I hope that TRI will continue 
to have me come back and I look 
forward to finding more ways that 
I can share the vision of TRI with 
everyone.” No worries there, 
Rosie. If a picture is worth a 
thousand words, your gifts 
to TRI are truly priceless. We 
hope everyone enjoys seeing 
the results of Rosie’s labors 
in our newsletters and on our 
website. If you want to see 
more of Rosie’s photos, check 
out her own website at 
http://

photographicimaginings.com

Rider Brendan Romig-Fox
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ANNUAL GIVING 
2009

It is through the support of 
our community members and 
businesses, year after year, 
that TRI is able to serve our 
riders, care for our horses, 
and maintain our facility.  
We recognize and thank 
our donors below, and are 
grateful for their generous 
contributions between January 
1, 2009 and December 31, 2009.    
Your gift is very important to 
us.  If your name is misspelled, 
omitted, or incorrectly 
listed, please contact us at 
734-741-9402, or by email at 
therapeuticriding@earthlink.net.

Individual Giving for 2009 

Champions - $50,000 and up

Benefactor - $25,000 - $49,999

Patron - $10,000 - $24,999

Olympian - $5,000 - $9,999 
•Ruth Schekter and Bill Zirinsky

Equestrian - $1,000 - $4,999 
•Anonymous Donors 
•Dr. David and Martha Bloom 
•Suzanne and Rich Ceppos 
•Jill and Rick Collman 
•Alice Dobson 
•Judy and Steve Dobson 
•Molly Dobson 
•Ruth Glancy 
•Larry and Sally Grace 
•Mr. and Mrs. Steven K. Hamp 
•Judy and Larry Macklem 
•Tim and Kathy Norton 
•Barbara Smiley 
•Rusty Towers 
•Cynthia Zirinsky 
•Gilda and Daniel Zirinsky

Dressage - $500 - $999 
•Anonymous Donors 
•Jane Bahls 
•Jeannie and Ken Colling 
•Daniel Bahls and  
  Carolyn Dekker 
•Peter and Patty Fink 
•Julie B. Greenisen 
•Nancy Kirkpatrick 
•Melinda S. McClain 
•Anne and Bill McNally 
•Pam Graham and  
  Basil Moucoulis 
•Marcia and Mark Mullen 
•Jennifer Poteat 
•Helmut and Candis Stern

Canter - $250 - $499 
•Anonymous Donors 
•Becky and Rick Altschuler 
•Jamie and Cheryl Buhr 
•Diane Cupps   
•Patti Dobbs 
•Stan and Kristi Dolot  
•Joyce and Paul Emerson 
•Linda Ernst 
•Judith and Paul Freedman 
•Kate Ginman 
•Debita Graham 
•Melissa and Christopher House  
•Gloria, Dave, and Jason Koller  
•Sarah Krein 
•Divina Moro and David Lupu  
•Yvonne Manber 
•Gary Sundermann and Marilyn  
   Mitchell 
•Jane Murphy 
•Chris Ripmaster 
•Janet Sibbold 
•Jerry and Carole Sweet 
•Pam and Bill Wood

Trot-On - $100 - $249 
•Anonymous Donors 
•Bruce and Carla Adams 
•Megan Adams 
•Bev and John Alexander 
•Minerva Altschuler 
•Susan Anderson 
•Lynsday Austin 
•Jason and Lisa Bank 
•Linda Barry 

•Janice Beauchemin 
•Connie and John Belda 
•Jean and Tom Beyer 
•Dori Bilik 
•Kathe Bowen 
•Shirley and Louis Brenner 
•Susan and Keith Brown 
•Bob and Penny Brusseau 
•Kitty Burkhart 
•Dick and Barb Carlisle 
•Joan and Gene Carpentier 
•Tim Carpentier 
•The Cattell Family 
•Christine Colling 
•Sara Colling 
•Sam Coomes 
•Beverly and Moises Coto 
•Minh Cruz, MD 
•Mark and Faye De Jong 
•Rita Denby 
•Don and Tish Dersnah 
•Doug Dersnah 
•Connie Dimond 
•Cheryl Lyn Dobbs 
•Kaley Dobson 
•Tom and Barb Dobson 
•Charlene Donahey 
•Wally and Marlene Donoghue 
•John and Barbara Eason 
•William Elger, Exec. VP/CFO 
•Cheryl and Bruce Elliott 
•Susan and Robert Ernst 
•Paula Evers 
•Rosie and Al Fellhauer 
•Guillermo J. Flores 
•Patricia and Todd Fokken 
•Marty Gargaro 
•K.C. Geary 
•Kim Ronis and Gary Gerstein 
•Pamela Beth Graham 
•Ann and Earl Graves 
•Penny Griffith 
•Peggy Hagans 
•Kathy and Larry Haraway 
•Heidi Hargesheimer 
•Eric and Kelly Head 
•Rob Heames 
•Katy and Woody Held 
•Mark and Danielle Holloway 
•Mary and Larry House 
•Jewell Hunter 
•Dana Jones 
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•Patricia Kelly  
•Ron Kennedy  
•Sally and David Kennedy 
•George and Karen Keutgen  
•Keith Kim 
•Bill Kimbrough 
•Ettabell C. Kimbrough 
•Louise and Delphine Kish 
•Gladys Knapp 
•Gerald, Maureen, and  
  Zach Knight 
•Suzanne DeVine and  
  John Koselka 
•Ann and James Langenfeld 
•Nancy J. Moncrieff and Edward  
  LeBaron 
•Gerard and Lilo Leeds 
•Michael and Diane Leoni 
•Mr. and Mrs. William H. Leoni 
•Debbie Lueker 
•Mark and Traci Lytle 
•Markus, Tammy, and Emma  
  Machers 
•Josephine Manber 
•Liz Marsh 
•Dean and Pam Marshall 
•Greg and Chantell Martin 
•Denise Matorana 
•Darwin and Kristin Matthews 
•Kathleen McBride 
•Herbert and Dolores Millard 
•Adrienne Nemura 
•Adrienne and Mark O’Brien 
•Kris and Bob Oliver  
•James G. Olsen DDS 
•Donna and Jeff Omichinski 
•Joanne and Ken Pawenski 
•Douglas and Mariel Peck 
•Tim and Lucy Peck 
•Finola and Jim Pommerich 
•Robert Redies 
•Laura Reiher 
•Sarah Ripmaster 
•PV and Mark Roby 
•Bob Sasena 
•Richard Sasena 
•Alex and Dianne Saunders 
•The Schmidt Family – Bob, Jack, 
Katie and Sarah 
•Mary Ann Schrock-Hoffman  
•David and Joan Scott 
•Jody Glancy Scott 

•Stephen and Connie Searles  
•Marina Seeman 
•Wendy Johnson, Ben, Mabel, 
   & Bill Smith 
•David and Christine Smith 
•George and Bernice Smith 
•Richard Smotherman 
•Diane and John Svatek 
•Gundy and Robert Sweet 
•Peg Talburtt 
•David and Karen Ufer 
•Kristen Verhey 
•Paula and Stephen Verhoff 
•Angela and Lyndon Welch 
•Jerry and Pat White 
•Robert and Marina Whitman 
•Katie Woolery 
•Sharon and Gerald Zapolnik

Walk-On - $1 - $99 
•Anonymous Donors 
•Kim and Rick Adler 
•Megan Ahern 
•Christine Alexander 
•Phyllis Allen 
•Christine Argersinger 
•Carrie Ashton 
•Mike and Cindy Atler 
•Abby Austin 
•Bryan Austin 
•John and Sherry Baines 
•Max Baker 
•Jeri Shumate and Mary Barber 
•Janice Barlow 
•Chris Barnes 
•Tabitha Barnowsky  
•Dawn Beagan 
•Karen and David Beauchemin 
•Keith and Vicki Beauchemin 
•Maurice and Pat Beauchemin 
•Fredericka Beck 
•Wendy Beckwith 
•Cathy Benoit 
•Janice Berry 
•Bruce and Linda Bevier 
•Jeff Beyer 
•Pam Bielacayc 
•Dana Blanchard 
•Sue Bodman 
•Jean Boelter 
•Bill and Marti Boitos 
•Mike Boland 

•Linda Bolton 
•Donna Boyer 
•Barbara Bradley 
•Denise and Matthew Braun 
•Clark and Heather Brigger 
•Pat and Roger Brooks 
•Shannon Brooks 
•Virginia Brusseau 
•Sue Buday 
•Amy Butala 
•Catherine Calabro 
•Brent and Valerie Carey 
•Geremy Carnes 
•Bill and Susan Chandler 
•Anarkali Chhanda 
•Mitchell Choly 
•Angeline Civello 
•Melinda Clappison 
•Michael and Christine Clarke 
•Gavin and Lisa Clarkson 
•Mark and Tracey Cobb 
•Laura Coddington 
•Isabelle Coe 
•Jason and Lydia Coe 
•Shirley Coebeck 
•AJ Menlove and Ruth Conlon 
•Tammy Sue Conner 
•Susan Copley 
•Debbie and William Costello 
•Karl and Nancy Couyoumjian 
•Charles and Carol Covert 
•Michelle Cowen 
•Nancy Cressman 
•Johne Criner 
•Amy Cushman 
•Janice and John Czarnecki 
•Christine and Bob Dailey 
•Frank D’Amore 
•Katie Danak 
•Sandra and Sheldon Danziger 
•The Davies Family 
•Bob and Marjorie Deacon 
•Christine and William Deacon 
•Kevin Deacon 
•Mitchell Deacon 
•Brian and Judy Dekker 
•Aaron and Stephanie Dersnah 
•Jeffrey DiCenzo 
•Theresa Dick 
•Gloria Dimech-Gaines 
•Mac Dobson 
•David Dolan 
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•Jennifer Doom 
•Michelle Driscoll 
•Peggy A. and Paul E. Dufault 
•Beth Dugdale 
•Jamie and Bob Dylenski 
•Joe and Jan Eadie 
•Trudy A. Eck 
•Chris Ellinger 
•Rick and Connie Ellswood 
•Ronald and Mary Ellswood 
•Scott Ellswood 
•Alice Else 
•Kathleen L. Emery 
•Norma Jean Emper 
•Wendy Larson and Richard 
Enbody 
•Mary H. Fahrner 
•Judith Faringer 
•Naomi and David Faulkner 
•Susan and George Fee 
•Julie Feldkamp 
•Trina Fentriss 
•John and Lois Flanders 
•Amanda Flynn 
•Colleen and Tim Foley 
•Clive and Gloria Francis 
•Francine Friedman 
•G. Paul and Katherine Frisinger 
•Scott and Mary Frisinger 
•Daniel Fuller  
•Kayla Fuller 
•Richard and Anne Fuller 
•Virginia Gajar 
•Edward and Margaret Gallagher 
•Andrew and Jean Gallegos 
•Jeri Gawlowski 
•Pat and Patty Geary 
•Sharon and Nick Genova 
•Judith Germain 
•Leonore Gerstein 
•Shelly Ghrist 
•Judy and David Goings 
•Neil Goldstein 
•Margaret and Jack Goodnoe 
•Joan and Patrick Gossman 
•Sherry Gourieux 
•Peter Grace 
•Deborah Grady 
•Jacqueline Courteau and  
   Paul Graham 
•Deena Grant 
•Margaret Grant 

•Patti and Keith Grover 
•Juanita Gunter  
•Tom Gurney 
•Janet Hale  
•Dahood Hamed 
•Mark Hamed 
•Mohamed Hamed 
•Salah and Yasmeen Hamed 
•Char Hanchak 
•Rick and Karen Hannah 
•Sue Hansen 
•Don and Julie Harber 
•Jay Hardy 
•Jenna Hardy 
•Donald C. Harms 
•Sally Hattig 
•Mr. and Mrs. Harry Hawkins 
•John and Trish Heider 
•Wilhelm and Gilda Heider 
•Craig Hickman 
•Katie Hickman 
•Megan Hickman 
•Sarah Hickman 
•Mary Hoffer 
•William and Brenda Hogue 
•Allen Holloway 
•Ellen Hopkins 
•Mrs. Denise A. Hostetter 
•Mary and Ken Huber 
•Dolores (DeeDee) Hughes 
•Kathleen and Shannon Hughes 
•Kathy Hurst 
•Dino and Heather Ignagni 
•Scott and Linda Janack 
•Steve Johgart 
•Yvonne Johnson 
•Marilyn Johnston 
•Tyra Johnston  
•Ian Jones 
•Susan Jones 
•Barney and Michelle Kaminsky 
•Sally Kapp 
•Melissa Karjala 
•Adam Kasha 
•Jaymes Kastely 
•Jillian Kastely 
•Jason Fox and Kaiya Katch 
•Robert Kelly 
•David Kershaw 
•Linda Kimmel 
•Lyn and Dennis Kirkwood 
•Sue Marie Klimek 

•Katie Kohrman 
•Louise Kozlowski 
•Allen and Joan Kremkow 
•James and Barbara Krichbaum 
•Michael A. Kurth 
•Helene Kutz 
•Lisa and Joe Kuznicki 
•Laurie Latuis 
•Betty LeClerc 
•Dino Lekas 
•Rosie Lemons 
•LaVonne and Robert Lewis 
•Nikki Rosen and  
  John Lieberman 
•Stephanie Linn 
•Edie Linton 
•Reynold and Judith Lowe 
•Ellen and Paul Lukas 
•Marjory Luther 
•Alan MacDavitt 
•Dale Magee 
•Stephanie Mansfield 
•Mary Ann Marquart 
•Diana Marsh 
•Mary Jo and Richard Marsh 
•Ted and Sarah Martens 
•Barbara Martin 
•Ted Martin 
•Fred Matthaei 
•Jean Matthews 
•Catherine Matuza 
•Jo Maunu 
•Adam Mazel 
•Ingrid K. McDaniel 
•Mary Hoffer and  
  Dorothy McNally 
•Susan Meillier 
•Betty and Paul Menke 
•Jim Meyers 
•Barbara J. Miller 
•Josef Miller 
•Joyce Monson 
•Barbara A. Moore 
•Janet Moore 
•Lauren Moore 
•Ronald D. Moore 
•Lisa Morgan 
•Penelope Moskus 
•David and Michelle Motyl 
•Amy Elizabeth Motzny 
•Terry Mull 
•Judy Murphy 
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•Shankar Narayanan 
•Debbie Neff  
•Gail Nicklowitz 
•Edwin and Karen Nicks  
•Richard and Susan Nolen- 
  Hoeksema 
•Kate Noll-Greene 
•Don and Pat North 
•William and Janet Oleson 
•Leonard and Dorothy  
  Omichinski 
•Nancy Omichinksi 
•Holly Osplack 
•Lyndia Oudeh 
•Asynith Palmer 
•Dennis and Janis Pardeik 
•Michael and Kari Pardeik 
•Michael and Marcy Parr 
•Tom and Valerie Parr 
•Patrick Thompson and  
  Kay Pentzien 
•Linda Peters 
•Kathleen Pfuhler 
•Yolanda Rovira Pereira and  
  Ben Pollack 
•Dianne Marie Price 
•Michael and Stephanie Printup 
•AJ Pyle 
•Kendra Pyle 
•Lyndsey Pyrke-Fairchild 
•Betsy Reitbauer 
•Gail Renard 
•Bob and Sue Ressler 
•Tony and Dorothy Riccio 
•Jack and Charlotte Richards 
•Amy and Kurt Rigg 
•David Rivers 
•Kim Roach 
•Nancy E. Rocha 
•Michelle Rodriguez 
•Alan Roeder 
•Ann and Dan Roiter 
•Sharon and Earl Roiter 
•Diane Rolka 
•Sherry Hanson and Lee Rome 
•Brenda Romig-Fox 
•Doris Roth 
•Littia Royal 
•Steve Russie 
•Stevie Salem 
•Paula and Mark Saunders  
•Donna Scaravelli 

•Nancy and Martin Schmidtke 
•Aileen Schulze 
•Janet Schwartz 
•Ian Scott 
•Mary Lee Scott 
•Teresa Scott  
•Scott, Renee, and Anna Seaman 
•Stephanie Serra 
•Samuel and Kristine Sheffer 
•Ruth Shinabarker 
•Kathleen and Bob Shipley 
•Susan Shore 
•Mary Sieker 
•Ann Marie and Paul Skalski 
•Audra Skaryd 
•Theodore Slawecki 
•Dick and See Smit 
•Susan Sobota 
•Maxine Solvay 
•Mark Spahr 
•Lawrence and Doris Sperling  
•Jim and Sallie Stadel  
•Laura Staebler 
•Nicki Staebler 
•Tom and Mary Stange 
•Ninon and William Starke 
•Boris and Vladimir Stecko 
•Sue Steeb 
•Albert Steele 
•Elaine Stein 
•Clifton Stone 
•Rebecca Stone 
•Jane Stoneburner 
•Karen Strode 
•Elizabeth Stumbo 
•Keenan and Heidi Suter 
•Christopher Swartwout  
•Cheryl Tatum 
•Louise Taylor 
•Raymond and Beverly Tiernan 
•L.J. Ulrich 
•Sara Urizar 
•Carl and Suzanne  
  Van Appledorn 
•Barbara Vanderhoff 
•Bob and Mary Vaverka 
•Jan Vescelius 
•Elaine Wade 
•Jennifer Wagner 
•Joanne Wagner 
•Christina Waligora 
•Robert and Sue Wallace 

•Sally Wallace 
•Howard and Judith Weinblatt 
•Larry Wells 
•Mariella Wells 
•Robert and Janet Westphal 
•Rick and Karen Whipple 
•Barb and Doug White 
•Lynn and John White 
•Belton and Dorothy Williams 
•Heather Wood 
•Pamela Woodman 
•Doris Woodward 
•Ed Zdanowski 
•Joe and Michelle Zdanowski 
•Ruth G. Zibart 
•Tom Ziesemer 
•Lois Zimmerman 
•Mary Anne Zinn

Corporate, Foundation, 
and Service Organization 
Donors 
TRI is truly grateful to the 
following Corporations, 
Foundations, and Service 
Organizations.

Corporate Donors

Champions - $50,000 and up

Benefactor - $25,000 - $49,999

Patron - $10,000 - $24,999

Olympian - $5,000 - $9,999 
•Art Van Million Dollar Charity 
  Challenge

Equestrian - $1,000 - $4,999 
•CapTrust Financial Advisors 
•Comerica Bank

Dressage - $500 - $999 
•Conestoga-Rovers & Associates, 
Inc. 
•Kroger Community Rewards 
   Program 
•Thomson Reuters 
•United Bank and Trust
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Canter - $250 - $499 
•The staff at 5 West Mott 
•Bank of Ann Arbor

Trot-On - $100 - $249 
•Learning from the Heart, LLC 
•North American Equipment 
•Sun Microsystems Midwest 
  Education Team

Walk-On - --$99 
•Hair Studio 324 Hair Salon  
•H.N. Genova Development, Co. 
•Good Search 
•Liebherr Aerospace, Inc. 
•Sign and Art, Inc. 
•TMD Services, LLC. 
•West Hawk Industries

Foundation and Service 
Organization Donors

Champions - $50,000 and up

Benefactor - $25,000 - $49,999 
•Anonymous Donor

Patron - $10,000 - $24,999

Olympian - $5,000 - $9,999 
•Anonymous Donor

Equestrian - $1,000 - $4,999 
•The Ann Arbor Autism 
   Foundation 
•The J.F. Ervin Foundation 
•The Kiwanis Club of Ann Arbor 
•The Mosaic Foundation of Rita 
   and Peter Heydon 
•The Outrageous Foundation 
•Helmut and Candis Stern 
  Animal and Bird Welfare Fund

Dressage - $500 - $999

Canter - $250 - $499 
•Saline Area Lions Club 
•St. John’s Episcopal Church 
  of Howell

Trot-On - $100 - $249    
•Ann Arbor Evening Lions Club

Walk-On - --$99 
•Holy Faith Church

Gifts in Memory

It is a privilege for TRI to be 
chosen as the recipient of memorial 
contributions.  Listed are the loved 
ones lost, and the donors who have 
made gifts in their memory.

Gabrielle Adamczyk 
•Anonymous Donors 
•Tabitha Barnowsky 
•Bruce and Linda Bevier  
•AJ Menlove and Ruth Conlon 
•Tammy Sue Conner 
•G. Paul and Katherine Frisinger 
•Scott and Mary Frisinger 
•Joan and Patrick Gossman 
•Jacqueline Courteau and  
  Paul Graham 
•William and Brenda Hogue 
•Allen and Joan Kremkow 
•James and Barbara Krichbaum 
•LaVonne and Robert Lewis 
•Liebherr Aerospace, Inc. 
•Judy Murphy 
•Lyndia Oudeh 
•Audra Skaryd 
•Mark Spahr 
•Adon & Laura Staebler 
•Nicki Staebler 
•Boris and Vladimir Stecko 
•Sun Microsystems Midwest 
  Education Team 
•Raymond and Beverly Tiernan 
•Jennifer Wagner 
•Heather Wood

Buddy-pup 
•Anonymous

George – TRI horse  
•Marilyn Johnston

Harvey Chaffkin 
•Anonymous Donor

Ruth Dersnah 
•Rick and Karen Hannah

Jerry Dobbs 
•Patty Dobbs

Thomas DiCenzo 
•Mark and Danielle Holloway

Wilhelmina Ruth Frew 
•Janet Moore

Ada Griffin 
•Larry and Judy Macklem

Corinna Harmon 
•Steve Johgart

Nan Held 
•Katy and Wood Held

Laurie Luczynski 
•Michael and Christine Clarke

Mandy Miller 
•Alice Else

Delbert Moore 
•Anonymous Donors 
•Dawn Beagan 
•Bob and Penny Brusseau 
•Virginia Brusseau 
•The Davies Family 
•Mark and Faye De Jong 
•Naomi and David Faulkner 
•Trina Fentriss 
•Edward and Margaret Gallagher 
•Sherry Gourieux 
•Ann and Earl Graves 
•Patti and Keith Grover 
•Don and Julie Harber 
•Wilhelm and Gilda Heider 
•Helene Kutz 
•Debbie Lueker 
•Ingrid McDaniel 
•Joyce Monson 
•David and Michelle Motyl 
•Don and Pat North 
•Michael and Marcy Parr 
•Tom and Valerie Parr 
•The Rensberger Family 
•Ann and Dan Roiter 
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•Sharon and Earl Roiter 
•Marti and Jeff Scott 
•Mary Lee Scott 
•Peggy and Gerry Scott 
•The Shaw Family 
•Dick and See Smit 
•Lawrence and Doris Sperling 
•Barbara Vanderhoff 
•Karen and Don VanOverloop 
  and sons 
•Bob and Mary Vaverka 
•Robert and Sue Wallace 
•Robert and Janet Westphal 
•Rich and Karen Whipple 
•Belton and Dorothy Williams 
•Beth Woodward, Bryan Smith 
  and daughters 
•Doris Woodward 
•James and Lora Woodward 
  and family

Oliver Marsh – AKA “Gentle” 
•Tracy Boyle

Gil Pacewitz 
•Jack and Charlotte Richards 
•Richard Smotherman 
•Clifton Stone

Shadow Boyle-Rivers 
•Tracy Boyle 
•David Rivers

Beth Smiley 
•Anonymous Donors 
•Jason and Lisa Bank 
•Susan Copley 
•Linda Ernst 
•Ann and James Langenfeld 
•Scott, Renee, and Anna Seaman 
•Barbara Smiley 
•Lynn and John White

Juliana and Sam Zirinsky 
•Francine Friedman 
•Kim Ronis and Gary Gerstein 
•Denise Matorana 
•Samuel and Kristine Sheffer 
•Wendy Johnson, Ben, Mabel, 
  & Bill Smith 
•Cynthia Zirinsky 

•Gilda and Daniel Zirinsky 
•Ruth Schekter and Bill Zirinsky

Gifts in Honor

The following donors have 
generously contributed to TRI in 
honor of their friends, co-workers, 
and family members.

John Copley and Jan Berry 
•Susan Copley

The Rev Don and Mrs. Don  
Dersnah 
•Susan Jones 
•Jeri Shumate and Mary Barber 
•St. John’s Episcopal Church 
  of Howell

Judy Dobson 
•Molly Dobson 
•Sally and David Kennedy

K.C. Geary 
•Pat and Patty Geary 
•NSK

Oscar Held 
•Johne Criner

Mike and Judith Hommel 
•Adrienne and Mark O’Brien

Dana Jones 
•Thomson Reuters

Gail Nicklowitz 
•John and Barbara Eason

Nick Leoni 
•Amy Cattell

Jerry and Barbara Pollock 
•Charles and Carol Covert 
•Frank D’Amore

Ruth and Matilda Glancy 
Scott 
•Rusty Towers 
•Mary Ann Zinn

Rusty Towers 
•Diane Cupps

The Zirinsky/Schekter Family 
•Barney and Michelle Kaminsky

Adopt-A-Horse

Our horses are the foundation 
of our program and we are 
committed to providing them with 
the best of care.  These special 
donors help us by each supporting 
a horse for a year.

Art Van Furniture 
•Sigbjorn

Harold and Kay Peplau 
•Robbie and April

Gifts In Kind

Gifts of goods and services enrich 
TRI in many ways.  We are very 
grateful to the following donors 
for their in-kind contributions.

Champions - $50,000 and up   
•Domino’s Farms

Benefactor - $25,000 - $49,999

Patron - $10,000 - $24,999 
•Yeo & Yeo, P.C., CPA’s & 
   Business Consultants

Olympian - $5,000 - $9,999

Equestrian - $1,000 - $4,999 
•Saline Veterinary Service, PC 
•Dr. James Romine, DVM
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Dressage - $500 - $999 
•Jack Eastin 
•Amy K. Kozlowski

Canter - $250 - $499 
•Linda Digman 
•Diane McCowan 
•Gayle Stewart

 Trot-On - $100 - $249 
•Anonymous Donors 
•Judy and Steve Dobson 
•Jim Mays 
•Holly Neilson 
•Oreck Floor Care Center #36  
•Photographic Imaginings 
•Jeremy Sintic 
•VC Web Design

 Walk-On - --$99 
•Arbor Springs Water Co., Inc. 
•Carrie Ashton 
•Terri Palmer Burton  
•Dana Jones 
•Limno-Tech, Inc. 
•Kathleen McBride 
•Adrienne Nemura 
•Marla E. Stuck 
•Kay Veen 
•Jan Vescelius  
•Renee Westervelt

Caitlyn Fokken doing a fabulous ‘two-point’ position on 
Fable, with volunteers Melissa Karjala, June Gordon, and 

Yvonne Manber

Dani White enjoying her lesson 
on Cochise

Fable

Thank you all for 
making TRI possible
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